ECONOMICS, B.A.

PEOPLE

FACULTY

- Aizawa, Naoki, Assistant Professor  
  Labor Economics, Health Economics, Public Economics
- Blank, Rebecca, Professor  
  Public Economics, Labor Economics
- Boerma, Job, Assistant Professor  
  Macroeconomics, Public Finance
- Braxton Carter, Assistant Professor  
  Macroeconomics, Labor Economics, Consumer Finance
- Chiang, Harold, Assistant Professor  
  Econometrics
- Corbae, Dean, Professor  
  Macroeconomics
- Coulibaly, Louphou, Assistant Professor  
  International Finance and Macroeconomics, Monetary Economics
- Deneckere, Raymond, Professor  
  Microeconomic Theory, Industrial Organization
- Engel, Charles, Professor  
  International Economics, Macroeconomics
- Fu, Chao, Professor  
  Labor Economics
- Gregory, Jesse, Associate Professor  
  Labor Economics, Public Economics
- Hansen, Bruce, Professor  
  Econometrics
- Hendricks, Kennan, Professor  
  Industrial Organization
- Houde, Jean-Francois, Professor  
- Lentz, Rasmus, Professor  
  Labor Economics, Macroeconomics, Microeconomics
- Magnolfi, Lorenzo, Assistant Professor  
  Industrial Organization, Applied Microeconomics, Applied Econometrics
- Martellini, Paolo, Assistant Professor  
  Macroeconomics, Labor Economics, Urban Economics
- Mommaerts, Corina, Assistant Professor  
  Public Economics, Labor Economics
- O’Connell, Martin, Assistant Professor  
  Public Economics, Industrial Organization
- Porter, Jack, Professor  
  Econometrics
- Quint, Daniel, Associate Professor  
  Microeconomic Theory, Industrial Organization
- Rostek, Marzena, Professor  
  Microeconomic Theory, Market Design, Finance
- Ruhl, Kim, Professor  
  International Economics
- Scholz, John Karl, Professor  
  Public Economics
- Seshadri, Ananth, Professor  
  Macroeconomics, Public Finance
- Shi, Xiaoxia, Professor  
  Econometrics
- Smith, Jeffrey, Professor  
  Labor Economics, Public Economics
- Smith, Lones, Professor  
  Microeconomic Theory
- Soelvsten, Mikkel, Assistant Professor  
  Econometrics
- Sorensen, Alan, Professor  
  Industrial Organization
- Sullivan, Christopher, Assistant Professor  
  Industrial Organization, Applied Microeconomics
- Taber, Christopher, Professor  
  Labor Economics, Applied Econometrics, Public Economics
- Walker, James, Professor  
  Labor Economics, Econometrics
- Weretka, Marek, Associate Professor  
  Economic Theory, Finance
- West, Kenneth, Professor  
  Macroeconomics, Econometrics
- Williams, Noah, Professor  
  Macroeconomics
- Wiswall, Matthew, Professor  
  Applied Microeconomics, Applied Econometrics, Labor Economics, Education and Demographic Economics
- Wright, Randall, Professor  
  Macroeconomics, Finance

AFFILIATED FACULTY

- Chang, Briana  
  Financial Intermediation, Information Frictions, Search and Matching Theory
- Chinn, Menzie
- Chung, Kevin  
  Quantitative Marketing
- Montgomery, James  
  Economic Sociology, Religion, General Social Theory, Demography and Ecology, Social Psychology and Microsociology
- Sarada  
  Economics of Entrepreneurship and Innovation
- Schechter, Laura  
  Development Economics, Behavioral and Experimental Economics, Risk Analysis
- Smeeding, Timothy  
  Poverty, Intergenerational Mobility, Inequality, Wealth

INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF

- Alder, Simeon, Faculty Associate  
  Macroeconomics, Growth and Development, Matching
- Bykhovskaya, Anna, Associate Lecturer
- Chan, Stella, Lecturer
- Eudey, Gwen, Senior Lecturer
Open Economy Macroeconomics
• Friedman, Matthew, Lecturer
• Glawtschew, Rebecca, Lecturer
• Hansen, David, Lecturer
  Development Economics and Labor Economics
• Hansen, Korinna, Senior Lecturer
  Applied Microeconomics, Health Economics
• Johnson, David, Senior Lecturer
• Kelly, Elizabeth, Faculty Associate
• McKelvey, Christopher, Lecturer
  Development Economics
• Muniagurria, Maria, Faculty Associate
  Development Economics and International Trade
• Pac, Gregory, Senior Lecturer
• Pauley, Gwyn, Lecturer
  Health Economics, Labor Economics
• Rick, Steven, Senior Lecturer

For a public directory of our faculty, please visit the Faculty page (https://econ.wisc.edu/faculty/) on our website.